Nordique
Moss Scarf
Designed by: Véronik Avery

Nordique – 100% wool
From the sheep whose fleece was used to
spin Nordique to the mill producing it, every
part of it is American made. The fleece is a
blend of different breeds whose classification is referred to as ‘territory wool’ — it is a a
medium range wool, neither too soft to withstand everyday wear, neither too coarse to
be worn against the skin. I also wanted it to
recall vintage sweaters, having often come
across decades old garments that barely
looked a few seasons old. To that end, a
worsted mill was ideal, as combing the
fleece before spinning it not only aligns the
fibers in a parallel fashion but also reduces
the number of shorter fibers in the yarn which
contribute to pilling. Most yarns today are
spun by woolen mills where most of the fibers
through the process and make for a softer,
loftier yarn.
In the end, Nordique is everything I hoped
for: it’s highly elastic and has just enough
‘grab’ for stranded color, and has a high
affinity for texture.

SIZE: One size
Finished Measurements:
61⁄2" wide and 42" long
MATERIALS:
Nordique by St Denis, distributed by Classic
Elite (100% wool; 50 gram ball = approx
150 yards)
• 2 balls 5820 Blue Eggshell
Needles:
• One pair size US 2 (2.75 mm)
Or size to obtain gauge.
• Scarf pin by Designs by Romi
www.designsbyromi.com
GAUGE: 29 sts and 32 rows = 4" in Moss Pattern.
Take time to save time, check your gauge.
PATTERN STITCHES:
Garter Stitch (Gtr St): Knit all sts, every row.
Moss Pattern: (multiple of 2 sts + 6)
(also, see chart)
Row 1: (WS) K3, *k1, p1; rep from * to last 3
sts, k3.
Rows 2 and 3: K3, *p1, k1; rep from * to last
3 sts, k3.
Row 4: K3, *k1, p1; rep from * to last 3 sts, k3.
Rep rows 1– 4 for Moss Pattern.
SCARF
CO 48 sts. (WS) Begin Gtr St; work 6 rows
even, ending after a RS row. Change to
Moss Pattern; (WS) work even until piece

meas 411⁄4" from beg, ending after RS row
2. Change to Gtr St; (WS) work 5 rows even,
ending after a WS row. BO all sts.
FINISHING
Block piece to measurements.

ABBREVIATIONS
approx: approximately
BO: bind off
CO: cast on
Gtr st: Garter Stitch
k: knit
p: purl
rep: repeat
meas: measures
RS: right side
st(s): stitch(es)
WS: wrong side
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